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SUMMXRY 

In gas-liquid chromatography, schemes have been developed for the charac- 
terization of stationary phases based on the measurement of the retention indices of 
a number of functional probes. A probkm that &ises in this context is how many 
probes should be used and which solutes should be chosen to function as a probe. 
A completely objective, i.e. mathematical, approach to the selection of probes is 
proposed. 

By expressing the similarities between each pair of solutes as a distauce, a 
compbte, non-directed graph can be constructed in which the solutes are represented 
by nodes, linked together by edges, the values of which are given by ffie distance. 
The problem of fkding representative soh&s is the reduced to selecting the nodes 
for which the sum of the vaIues of the edges between the unselected nodes and the 
nearest selected node is minimal. Two solutions are possible: a heuristic solution, 
which gives au approximation of the optimal choice of probe, z&d a completely 
optinial solution in which the mteger progamuing problem is solved by using a 
branch and bound method. 1. 

The Work was carried out on two sets of retention indices, namely those given 
by Rohrschueider (23 coIumns x 30 substances) and McReynolds ($5 cohums X 
68 ktbstanc-es), Sets ofp probes were selected using the described methods for p = I, 
5 ..* 20 for both sets of retention~iudices. The resuhs for p = 3,4,5 were compkd 
with those proposed in thebterature and it was found that the probes selected by us 
de ahow a bettei prediction of the retention indices of the other substances in the 
sets ofieteention indices than those proposed -by other workers:- 

-_ 
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In a kent rep@, it was shown that operations- research (0%:) techniques 

are useful in thi solution of some dytical problems_ It is the purposeof this paper 
to try to prove this further by demonstrating how to select representative substances 
by O-R- A tyPical example of the use of representative substances is the charac- 
terization of gas-liquid chromatographic (GLC) phases with functional “probes”. In 
analytical separation chemistry, it has often been found necessary to have methods 
for thk characterization of separation systems. In GLC, for example, schemes have 
been developed for the characterization of stationary phases, ffie most widely used 
of which are those proposed by RohrsohneiderZ and McReynolds3. These schemes 
are based on the measurement of the retention indices of a number of standard 
solEes or “probes” and they have &en used for more formalclassif?cation systems 
using nearest neighbonr’, pattern cognition5 and mnnerical taxonomy6 techniques. 
Analogous problems are encountered in other branches of separation science. One 
can refer, for example, to recent work by Robrscbneider’ and SnyderS on solvent 
classification and Massart and De Clercqg on the classi&zation of &in-layer chromato- 
graphic .systems by nmerical taxonomy. All of these classi&zations are based on 
similarities in the behaviour of a number of “probes”, the retention indices (or & 
values or solubilities etc.) of which are measured in the systems to be classified. 

A problem that arises in this context is how many probes should be used and ’ 
which solutes should be chosen as a probe. It is clear that, the smaller their number, 
the easier it is to carry out the necessary measurements for the classification of a given 
separation system. This question has recently received much attention in GLC and 
has been discussed, for example, by Harttopf and co-workerslOvll and Lowry et al.“. 
The problem is in fact the following: how can one choose a number of Standard 
solutes so that they are as representative as possible of a given set? 

Rohrschneide3 selected for chemical reasons from a restricted set of 30 and . 
Hartkopf ef aZ_‘O*” and Lowry ef al. i2 from a set of 68 solutes a small number of 
probes which they thought should be representative of a given interaction between 
the stationary phase and the chromatographed solute. For example, Nartkopf et a1.rr 
propose the use of benzene (dispersion forces), nitroethane (dipole orientation), n- 
propanol or chloroform @roton donor) and dioxane (‘proton acceptor); such a 
selection procedure is necessarily subjective. It was thought that a completely ob- 
jective, i.e. ma*&ematical, approach to the selection of probes would therefore be 
of interest. 

It seems that the selection of representative substances is not an uncommon 
problem in analytical chemistry. Such a problem has been stated recently by FIakenz3, 
who considered that the usual McReynolds or Rohrschneider constants are not 
ideally suited for characierixing stationary phases for lipid analysis aud that a set of 
separation factors might be a better solutioa One might also sugest the choice of 
a number of representative lipids. In t&s paper, we shall coniine the cl&&ion to the 
selection of generally representative probes for GLC. 

TX& MODEL 

The sol&ion proposed is the following. If, in a manner &at +I be‘sp&ified - . 
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T&,-t&e S~ties fldxeen edi pair of sohites can be expressed as a distance, 
then a compxete, non-dGef3ed graph can T3e com&ucted, in WhiS the s&&es are 

- represented by nodes, Inked together by edges the values of which are given by the 
distance. 3X&-problem of fFnding representat+ solutes is then reduced to selecting 
the nodes for which the sum of the values of the edges between the unselected nodes 
and the pearest se&ted node is - - 1. This is a typical location problem, which 
resernbhzs ch3ssicaf problems I-n mathematic& progr ammfng such as the Iocation of 
warehouses or other service centres. -The general problem can be st2teti as follows : 
“for a Unite number of users, whose demands for a given service are known and must 
be fuElled and a &rite set of possibie locations where a given number p of service 
centres may be located, select the locations of the service centres in order to minimize 
the sum of transportation costs of the users”. 

MBthematically, the probIem can be described as follows: 
Minimize 

z.z CiJ xc, (1) 
i 3 

subject to 

z_q, = I (2) 
c 

-% G Yr - (31 

CY, =p (41 
i 

YrE W,l> (5) 

xr,F GA I I (61 

where 

i = 1, . . . . nandj=P ,__., n; 
p = number of probes; 
drj = distance between substance j and probe i; 
xL3 = a variable that determines which probe is representative of substance j; 

x,, = 1 if i is closest to probe i and is therefore represented by i and xi, 
= 0 when it is not the case; 

y, = a variable that determines whether a substance is selzzted as a probe; 
yf = I when this is the case and yr = 0 when it is not. 

Two solutions are possible: a heuristic solution, which gives an approximation of the 
optimal probe choice, and a completely optimal solution. 

The latter cannot be obtained by the more usual Linear programming method 
beqrse the _var&bIes can take only the values 0 or 1, and therefore a branch and 
bound me*,hod is used. These methods have been discussed in many textbooks on 
operational research and Jinear programming and related methods”. 

Although the m&hod was Grst proposed in 1954 by Land and DoigS no apple- 
cations in analytical chemistry are known to us and it seems necessary to explain 
the &incipie of’the method. Branch and bound methods are pa&a1 enumeration 
methixts, which consist in partly enumeratig the set of solutions in such a manner 
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g; sifjsets *i &&& ,&.h,. by using..oi& & ;~h;;-&--;@~ tits-&; ($;&ij;;;. 

can be &own Lot. to contain the optimql sdUti&, .ti trien~~idft-~,u~..-~-t~,-way,_ 

the set ofpossible sohrtions.is divided by +ay of a dichot&nic ck&i<intrec (b&&in& .: 
m sets that lxxmae bailer and smaller until only tic optimal ao.&is~icff;~ .-~ : : 

;. _. 
THEOREXCAL 

; . . . 

A variable y, is associated with each element & The .vah.re. of$& u&y if ele- 
ment i is selected, othetise it is zero: 4 soiuti&r of the ProbleJn is .def&kd as the 
selectiozi of p elements. This corresponds to giving the-.value~u&yko~~ &~&.&n&s 
of vector y and the value zero to the remainin g 0iies:.As the nu&er of’&lutioris is 
fide, it is possible to enumerate. ail of them-and for aTg$eti criteriqnto sekct~the 
optimal solution. Hotiever, as the number of solutions is. very large, such an explicit 
enumeration is prohiiitive even for powerful computers. 

The branch and bound procedure which will be & proceeds by an implicit 
enumeration of all solutions. The set of all solutions is separated into&nall subsets 
of solutions, using a separation principle; and by =x&r+&@ such subsets the solutions 
are not all considered separately. During the e xamination, a subset S-is defined as 
fathomable if one of the following conditions is satisfied: _ 

(1) S does not comain a solution better than the best soluiion found so far. 
S can then be eliminated from further consideration. - . 

(2) The best solution of S is better than the best solution found so far. kr this 
case, this solution, repfaccs the old one. 

When a subset S is fathomed it must not .be s&rated. The next subset can. 
_ then be exam&d. 

At the beginning of the branch and bound algorithm, ah variables are “free”. 
T!%s means that it has not yet been decided which value rhe variables -will take. 
The separation principle consists in sele&t&rg a variable. yi aud con&r&t&g two sub 
sets of solutions. The first subset contains all solutions for .which yt .= I and the 
second contains ah solutions for which yi = 0. The first-subset tcj be e@mine& is 
always the one for which yr = 1. If a subset is examined and fathomable, the method 
takes the last variable yr which was set e&ml to univ and fakes the other subset 
(for which yr = 0). To make it possible to -fathom a subset S,.% value B(S) ‘is com- 
puted, which is a lower bound on the value 6f the objective function for-all-solutions 
belonggg to S. K this lower bound is greater than *he value of ihe. best sokion oh- 
.ta%ed so far, then S is fathomed. 

To so&‘~et the objective function of the probienn; it is n&s& 
: :. 

y-to :iie&e 
variables X, which are equal to unity if the elementi is. the sekcted elemekt nearest 
to j ahd equal to zero other&se. The objectSYe fm&.ion is th&&cn .by.kqn. i and 
the. constraigts are given by eqns. -2-6. Co&&tints ‘2; egfiiess. that. for -an~element i 
only one distance & must be takea .into account .&I the pkjective- functicn. Con;. . 
straints 3 -express that if an element i is not sekcted:‘art&therefo&~:;vt = O;:then the 
variab&% xlf are all zero and the distances between r’ &&I~& o&er~ckkuents -are- not. .. 
considered. Constraint 4 expresses that p-elerricnts-must.bel-~~~t~.- ; -. I .. m. A -. -.-‘.- ‘; 

This problem is solved by a: branch and bound a~g&th& .& a. &h&t is 
reached after sor& of the v&agles JQ h&e&en tie& .&c‘follo&ng de&&i~~-~~&ti 

-& us+ f0 w&q& this subset:. -- : .... I-‘-;- .- -: .:--- .I --i:.. .‘I. I.-.:-. .. .-..:-_ 
-, -- 
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the sekition ih to obtain pio6eS t&'&e as ~epseniaiive asposs~SGe ‘df aE s@uteC 
which CouId 6e &romatograph*d. Therefore, in theoi’s;,: _fIie seIe@on prc$ixft+e 
should be l-as& on ‘rbc tmivei-se 0FaE GLCch& In pra@.ice, ofcou&;th&~is notpds-- _~ 
sible and neces%uQ a restricted set m&t be chosen. .3-f& apprixich aheady c&&&s - 
some subjectivity ana may lead to erroneous conclusions tihen a biased set i% used: 6 
seems very probable, for e_xampte, that if20 ketoskogds w&e add@ fo one ofthe sets 
discussed above, that at least one of themwo~Jld have been selected as a probe. Alio, 
when a small group (or even a pair) ofclosely related substances that arevery difEr&t 
from the other solutes are incIuded, it is I&obable that one oft&se wouId be seIected.- 
In fact, this occurs here in the selection of the probe l,I-difIuorotefrachIoroethane, 
which is discussed later. It is aIso possible &at a single sub&.aI;T that is very different 
from ali others would be selected. 

There is, therefore, no doubt that this objection is valid. It should be realized, 
however, that this is also true for all of the other work which has been published on 
the subject of the use of probes in GLC. Rohrschueider, whose indices seem to be 
generally accepted at present, chose his probes using “rhe data mentioned above and 
it shouId.be also noted that much thought was given to the composition_ of the set 
from which they were chosen. Rohrschneider states: “We chose 30 compounds, from 
25 Herent series, containing the atoms C, II, 0, S, N, F, Cl, Br arid I and 12 di.Srent 
functional groups”. 

In this study, the distance (1-e) was used, where g is the linear co&&ion 
coefEcient. This constitutes the second objection which can be -made -against the 
prcJent selection procedure. The correlation coefficient cannot be used in statiitical 
tests of sig5ificance in this instance because the distribution of the retention indices 
of a solute over the 25 columns is not norma& as can be observed wheu carrying out 
a 2 test. Even then, g can be considered as a measure of similarity in chromatographic 
behaviour. A second, more severe, di&ulty when using 0 is that, for the alkaues 
2,bdimethylpentane, 3-methylheptane, 2-methylheptane, &2,34rimethylhexane and 
cyclohexane, the range of retention indices is so small that the values of their corm- 
lation coefhcients have no- significance because they are determined by the random 
error in the retention indices and are therefore- ar%cially low. This forced us to 
eliminate these substances from the data sets. This was also necessary for Ziodo- 
butane because it was considere@O that someof the retention indices given for this 
solute must be erroneous. Consequently, only 62 of McReynolds’ 68 substances v&l 
be used in the present study. 

PREDICTION OF JSSTEh %ON INDICES BY &fULtiLE REGREiSION - 

The purpose of this selection procedure is to s&&t better f&etionaI probes, 
which meaus that they allow a better prediction of retention indiceS of other sub- 
stanozs. Such a prediction can be carried out by using a modeI resembE&ffiat used 
by Rohrschneider, based on linear regr&sion & there has been qomroverss abont~ 
the correct mathematical way of carrying out this p&c&on (see, for e.xz@rple,r& Iq, 
it seems $referable to state in suiiicient defzil which-m&hOd.wzs us& here. ’ _ 

.Using the method of Leaq eb al.‘a fat find&g the _hestv&es ofthe Coefficients 
for a given phase-by least squares, the_ model can be stated as 

&=&&+i_~+__* .+&z+*-+az-- -- I:. ~-- _( : 
.- 

. . 



y -is the n-erement column ~1330s of experimental values of 41 
n is the number of l&&d phases; 
Xis an obkrvedn x pmmix; 

p is the number of terms which are calculated from the differences in Kovats 
retention ii$ices (i.e. the number of probes); 

6 is a~coiumn vector. of p unknown parameters ; 
e is an I;-elment vector of stochastic disturbances due to non-observed and 

unobservable variables, and mis-specikations of the model. 
Making the assumptions 

where z = varian~ovariance matrix and fitting by ordinary least squares, we 
obtain the well known result 

/!I = (XT)--1 ry 
where p is an unbiased and minimum variance estimator of 9. An unbiased estimator 
of the variance 02 is given by 

e’e 
&d = - Y’MY = - 

n-p n-p 

where M = I - X(X’X)-r X’ and e = y - X& It can easily be proved that X’e = 0. 
Rohrschneider’s assumption that (y - X,)‘i = e’i = 0, where i is the n-element 
COklIl-CtOF[~\, is genemlly true ody when the multiple regression model contains 

a Co&tant. Be&e there is no chemical reason to use such a constant, we reject this 
assumption. 

Using the coefficients determined in this way, the retention indices of all of the 
substances on aii of the stationary phases were calculated for both data sets (Rohr- 
schneider and McReynofds). The calculated values were then compared with the 
actual vahres -and the standard deviation (cr in Tables IV-VIII) of the errors was 
CaIcuIated. This was thought to be a more signScant way of describing the Value of 
the prediction than the more usual cakulation of the mean prediction erroSO~rl. 

= It was found that in many instances the-heuristic method yields the optimal 
so!u~on directly~ This was found by systematic&y comparing the results obtained 
by the heiui&ic method and the.branch and bound method on a set of 35 substances 

-. 
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obtained by simpEfication of ticR&nolds”~ set of ~2‘suh&xe& 25p&e&‘his .m 
simpE~tion.was carried out by cakulkting the correla$ion_~c&Skients obtie-dwith- 
the retention indices on- the 25 phases for ail pa.& of solutes and +zrying ou! zt. 
numerica faxox~omic cIassikation of the set; From-kach pair of closely reked sub- :- 
stances, one was deleted. It was found for pi = 2,3,4, -5 that the.heuristic sohrtio& is 
the same as the branch and bound solution. The sti comparison was ca;ried out 
oa j = 3, 4% 5, 6 for the compIete set. In this &stance both soIutions are .the same 
only for p = 4, and in the other instances th& branch and bound-solutions resulted in. 
small decreases in the objective function. &s the time necessary to carry o& the 
branch and bound method rapidly becomes lkohibitive &s >~increases, only the 
heuristic solution was computed for values p > 7 for McReyu&ls’ set, while for 
Rohrschneider’s set only heuristic .calculati&u_ were &r&d out. The p E 7 ioh& 
for McReynolds’set is a solution obtained by the bra&h a&bound method, which, 
however, was not carried out until the end. However, it differs from and is (slightly) 
better than the heuristic solution. 

The probes selected from l&Reynolds’ set are given in Table I and those 
obtained from Rohrschneider’s set are given in Table 11. Using Rohrschneider’s data 
set; one comes to the conclusion, for example, that if five probes were needed, one 
should have selected ethano1, propionaldehyde, acetonitrile, dioxane and thiophene. 
The substances for which each probe is representative (Le. is situated naaest to in 
the location model) are given in Table III. Rohrschneider? proposed ethanol, methyl 
ethyl ketone, nitromethane, pyridine and benzene. 

It can be observed that-ethanol is found both Song our probes and Rohr- 
Schneider’s, while each of the other of Rohrschneider’s probes is found (see Table ill) 
in a diEerent group represented by one of our probes. This means ‘,4a* the same five 
factors are represented in ‘both sets of probes. There is, in fact, very iittle d.iSereme 
between methyl ethyl ketone and propionaldehyde (Q = 0.9995), aoztonitriie and 
nitromethane (Q = 0.9938) and benzene anathiophene (e = 0.9989). The diiference 
between dioxane and pyridine (9 = 0.9973) is somewhat greater. However, pyridine 
is different from all of the other solutes and_ the one which resembies it most is 
d&&e. Therefore, one can conclude that Rohrsclmeider’s ~selection and our~ are 
really analogous. 

One can therefore conclude that the selection procedure yields acceptable ana 
logical results. To investigate whether the probes selected are as good as or better 
than the existing probe sets, a large number of probe sets were usecj to carry out the 
prqlktion procedure d&scribed earlier. The results obtained with the now usual 
nurn’tler of Sve probes are given in order of predictive abii for McReynolds* and 
Rohrscbeider’s sets ln Table IV. In McReynoXds’ set, probe set 2 is McReynohls 
original prc@osal and probe set 5 the on& obtain& from. Table I by ‘us. In Rohr- 
schneider’s set, probe set~l is Rohrschneider’s proposal while set 2 kthe one e%traqted 
from Table Il. In both instances, the res-ults obtained wit&o& selection hrocedure-are 
acceptable5 but still worse than those propose by _McR~ynoHs agd Rohrschneid~r. 

We have investigate& the reason for this &iscrepastcy iir m&-&S be@il_ for 
-MaReynolds’ set. In set 5, the prkence of the East andthelkst p?&b& sef$ns -m&g.. 

: 
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Di-n-butyl ether 

X x x x x x 
X x x x 

Tbioph&e x x x x 
~chlorofoml X 

+don teticbloride X 

Methyl iodide 
E&y1 bromige X 

DifIuo~oterkhlo~~thane x x >: 
kPm~O1. 1 
2-PropanoI 
Anyldcohox 
tea-Butan 
cjd0~pemul01 x x 

X 

x x x 

x x x 

x x x 
x x x 
x x x 
x x x 
x x x 

x x x 

x x 

It is found that decalin is representative only of itself, while 1,2difhtorotetrachloro- 
eth&te is representative of &elf and the other fluorochloroethane compound in the 
set. As discussed above, this is due to the fact that they are very dissimilar from the 
other probes. If a substance is selected as a probe but proves representative only of 
itself or one or two others, it can be considered as unrepresentative of all of the 
&her subst&nces (i.e. nearly the~complete set). Therefore, it was reasoned’that a good ; 

-- . . solution could’ have been obtained by selecting as probes only those which are found 
to be representative of more than two substances: In this instance, one uses the p = 7 
solution after eliminating decalin and 1,2-d@uorotetrachloroethane. The resulting set 
.Of: probes. &nsists of styrerie, ethynylbenzene; 2-propanol, methyl ethyl ketone and 

. . . nitrqe+in~ (probe set I), which is found to be better than the original proposal by 
McR~ynokk. 

There is no general agreement that five probes should be used. For example, 
~McRe$noldi firsi.used ten fu&tional probes and the five listed above were seiected 
by h&n from thiso@ginal.s.et -of ten. One-supplier:of GLC phases still uses seven of 
.these- probes. % benzene, -c-b&no& 2-pentanone; nitropropane, pyridine; 2-methyl- 

.. 2-per$anof and %o&yne-(probe set 3 in Table V). Table V alSo gives the results ob- 
.’ -:-- 

:. 

_ :. ; .-. 
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Hartkopf and co-workers %*;a Gye p&og-* thi &&io& && sh&d fre . 
use& Fmm ccmsiderafiom of s*Iubilify parimeQrsS they ~&nc~u~: *it &&ts-out 
t&e redundamy ofinetbyfetiyi ketone as a fimctionaf pr&e’f. A_st&d qtm&thqe LM 
is, 2a#hg fo us; no reason t&concMe fhai a ckr&ih ntmher af prob&shouId 
be used, Kane tides &at tie ckm2togr@&%&2~~~-~ o$&i$olutes $ cfescriw 

weI3 enough wit& four probes, then one of the Ev&ctors- G+esented by the_ probes 
must be eIiminated, T&s does not mean, however, that it is re@.mdau~ but o+y that = 
it is less important. As &own in Table IT, ethanoc crototidehyde, ‘tbiophene~and 
dioxane are se&ted by our procedtie from Rohrschneider’s set. This- means that 
acetoniittile and propionaldehyde, in the p = 5 soh&n, are replaced tiith croton- 
aIdehyde. Hartkopf and co-workerslo~L“ prefer. &roe&me ($4ii&u closely rcscmbIes 
acetonitrile). The reason for choosing this nitro derivative while the branch and bound 
procedure se1eot.s an aldehyde is that-they reasoned th+the-fourth probe in the set 
must be a dipoIe orientator and that it. must therefore $e a substance whose be- 
haviour is determined as exclusively as possible by- this type of interaction, i.e. 2 
su~5t2mx witi rather extreme cha.racteristics. The branch and bound procedure 
selects, from_ among those substances whose behaviour is d@%nined primarily by 
dipole orientation forces, the most representative, Le. 3 substance whose charac- 
teristics are less extreme. It is surprising that according to Lowry et al.“, the probe 
which should be e’bminated tist from the set of five is benzene. Tb.is is in disagreement 
with both our results srnd those obtained by Ha.rtkopF and cu-workerG”P_ It is 
perhaps due to the criterion chosen by Lowry eb al., based on the ability of the probes 
to characterize liquid phases according to their distance from a number of standard 
phases. 

In Tabics VI and VII, the predicted results for several sets of four probes are 
given. Sets 3 and 10 ifi Table VI were taken from Ta’ * \ N in the paper by &rt.kopf 
et d.ll, set 3 being his best probe set. Sets 7 and 9 were taken from the- paper by 
Lowry et al-U_ Note that set 9 is Lonry et aZ.‘s best choice but that, in fact, the other 
set (with benzene) is found to be better (although only slightly so). Sets 5, 6 and-8 
are sets with the more usual probes, tried by us in an effort to develop a probe set 
Phich would bc 2 better alternative than the probe sets proposed by the other workers. 
‘SAL 1 is the set selected from McReynolds’ set by our procedure (see also Tabie I) 
-and set 2 is that obtained from Table II. Set 4 was obtained from F&Reynolds’ set 

TABLE VI 

PREIXCI’IOI’Z %TlYH FOUR PROBES IN McREYNULDS’ SET 



_-, r 

using the p = 6 solution in Table I, after ehmination of two probes representative of 
fess than three substances. 

There~can be no doubt in this instance that the results obtained by the branch 
and bound method are consistently better than those obtained by chemical reasoning. 
T&is statement should not be taken as an invitation to stop reasoning in this way, 
but only as an indication that a “chemically bliud” mathernaticaf method can serve 
as a guide in such theoretical work. 

It would be tedious to examine Table VII in the same detailed way and it wili 
s&x to note that the best result is that obtained using thep = 6 result from Table II 
after eIimination of two probes for the reasons explained above. 

If only three probes are used, then according to Table II they should be 
be&e, crotonaIdehyde and cyclopenk~noi. Benzene is now representative of the 
typkal dispersion force probes and pyridine, dioxane and other pro’bes which have 
been ideA6ed as proton acceptors, This set is analogous to the set of three chosen 
from McReynolds’ data set, i-e, 2-propanol, crotonaldehyde and thiophene. Our 
.conciusion is in agreement with that of Lowry et al. in the sense thztt from their Table I 
one observes &at the best results are obtained with an alcohol, a ketone or a uitro 
deriv&ive and au aromatic compound or pyridine. However, only the set benzene, 
n-bufkof and nitropro@ne or 2-propanone yields a prediction result coaqarable to 
the probe set proposed by us. The set benzene, n-butanol,.2-pentanone eveu provides 
the best result (o = 11.42). The sets containing pyridiile &stead of benzene yieid 
much poor& results (sets 9-l I). The sets 2-7 were obtained by the branch and bound 
method us&g either Robrscbneider’s or McReynoHs’ set, (1 -e) or 41-e as the 
similarity parameter and p = 3,4 or 5 results (tie latter two after elimination of one 
or two- pro’bes). Therefore, one observes again that the prediction is usuaily better 
with bran&and bound methods than with literature r&uhs (Lowry et al. proposed 
as the-best probe choices sets 249 and S of Table VEII in that order, set 1 being only 
the@ four@ choice.) 

By compariug the classific&ion of the substances in mRohrscbneider’s set ac- 
c&dirig @ the nearest probe for p = 5, 4 and 3 iq Table III, one observes that the 
cla%ificsttion for h = 4 k simply obtaine& by grouping the propiomldehyde and 
&etonitriie @asses in the-p = 5 cMation. JVhen going from p = 4 to p = 3, all 
,of the solutes in the dioxm C~LSS &tie together with tiost of the thiophene-ctass 
solu@s. Two mc&poqnds Eom tile latter are relocated, however: phenylacetyleue 
aid dSyorotetq~~or$&&e are tibw found together with the alcohols. This seems 

--to &dic@e that dissi&ati~~ with p t= 3 beqmes~tm~~ and that p = 4 is there- 
fore @esWuber df.probes where the cbeprornise between experimental conveniemk 

: . 



TABLE VIE 

Rmlk- Prow G . 
-_ _-. 

1 N II-bumlo 2-pexiWs PI.42 
2 2-Pmpzm4 propiomzMehy* thiophene If.73 
3 Ethyibenzene. 2-propairol, hezurzl 12.01 . 
4 24?ropmol,~rxotonatdehyde, thiophez t2.03 4 

-5 EthanaI, crotmaldehyde, thiophene 12.86 
6 Stymx, 3-hexa~ol, propiomldchyde 12.35 
7 &me-~, CrotonalcpRhyde, cyclopentznol I2.6i 
8 BenzexIG n-‘omlto~, nitropropme X3.56 
9 n-ButanoI, 2-pentanone,pyridice~ 14.10 
10 n-Butiol,nitrop~, pyri&e IS.81 
11 n_ButanoI, pentanone, zritropr~pz~~ 16.63 

and closeness of fit of the description is optimal. The results indicate that the sets 
proposed by us are often better than those already proposed in the literature. We 
should state explicitly that this does not mean that wepropose that the use of existing 
probe sets should be discon+Linued; the existing prohe sets are rarely much worse and, 
in any case, the same factors (proton donors, dispersion force, ctc.)~are selectedc The 
choice of the actual probes, moreover, is clearly dependent on the data set used. 
ATso, we think that it would be preferable if a group of experts were to decide finally 
what probes should be used for the general characterization of statio&y phases. 

As stated by Haken~, there is little value in the continued introduction of 
general schemes which are essentially similar; we have included the word “general” 
here because we think that it could be very interesting to develop probe schemes for 
mere restricted groups ofccmpounds such as e.g.-lipids. This would than allow chtssi- 
fication and selection of preferred phases for analysis of this restricted group of 
compounds. A combined information theoretical-numerical taxonomy selection 
procedure proposed by us in collaboration with Eskes et d-21 leads to different 
preferred phase sets for groups such as aIdehydes and ketones or alcohols. We con- 
cluded, therefore, that there is little point in trying to develop a small set ofpreferrti 
pleases for all GLC uses. It cannot be denied that there is a large redundancy in GLC- 
phases but, at the same time, one cannot reasonably hope to achieve aU GLC Sepa- 
rations with a restricted general set of phases. This conclusion is also in agreement 
with the Smiin& of Hakeni3, who noted that general preferred phase sets are of little 
value in a field such as lipid analysis. We wo-uld therefore like to cbmpiemei.tt our 
conclusion in the earlier pa-9 by proposing to reduce the number of existing phases 
b:, examining the major specialized areas of application of GLC (such as lipid 
analysis) and developing preferred phase sets for those areas. 

In the same way as general pref&ed chases are often of no value in specialized 
fields, it also seems preferable to select special probes for those fields. UniJE. now, the 
selection of -probe sets for specialized felds of GLC has not been irndertaken, because 
of-the dif&uJty of selecting such-probes by che&al reasoning_ It sbouhi be noti 
thatthe selection +ccdure used here does not presuppose any knowledge-of the 
physico-chemicainature ofthe Substances so thatitshonld b& of value for thesele+on 
of f%nctional probes in such specializedareas of GLC. Those who are deterred by 



the &er iii~okxi m&hemi&s &f the bkch bnd boknd- IEV&O& should be 
re&&d t&t the resuk ~bta&d by the ve simple heuristic method are nearIy as 
good*. . =~- 

This- plea for specialized probes should not be mistaken as au ih~itatku to 
abandon gene&-probes. _it is. obvioti that these are necessary to unify the fieid of 
GLC z&d that bot& a general charactetition~and a general class~~tion of phases 
is an knpo&mt Grstktep in the selection of these phases. Moreover, the probe concept 
has been, aud still is, of great vAue in understanding the in&actions bet&en solutes 
-and stationqry phases and it is in this res@ct that the work of the authors cited is 
important z&d worth-while. 

Finally, it should be noted &at the application of these methods is, of course, 
not limited to GLC and that it should be useful-in other areas of separation science. 
More generally, operations research provides a number of hitherto insufkiently used 
methods of great potential value in analytical chemistry. 
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